paper-matching system that will allow
individuals to connect with others working
on similar topics.
In addition to panels made up of paper
submissions accepted as part of the
thematic tracks, the Congress will also
include special panels that take stock of
some of the most important developments
in Latin American studies today and reflect
on the past 50 years. Some of these panels
will reach across generations to engage the

very youngest, budding scholars and at the
same time benefit from the wisdom and
experience of seasoned scholars, activists,
journalists, and others who have been
eyewitnesses to and participants in these
first 50 years of LASA’s history. The city
of New York itself—in so many ways, a
Latin American city—will loom large in
the planning of this conference. We are
planning events that highlight and
stimulate discussion on dimensions of this
global city such as its Latin American

immigration and its debt to Latin American
intellectual production. While these plans
are not yet concrete enough to publish in
this Forum, we ask that you stay tuned for
exciting news in the months to come.

from

from
Religion
Without
Redemption

Social Contradictions
and Awakened Dreams
in Latin America
Luis Martínez
Andrade

Arguing that capitalism in Latin America
has taken on religious
characteristics, Martínez
Andrade advances the
ideas of liberation theory
and challenges the provincialism to which many
Latin American thinkers
are often consigned.
Paper $37.00

Contested Powers
The Politics of Energy
and Development in
Latin America

Edited by
John-Andrew McNeish,
Axel Borchgrevnik, and
Owen Logan
Contested Powers looks specifically at the role of fossil fuels and
renewable energy in the economic
development in Latin America.
The contributors emphasize that
the key to addressing climate
change and sustainable development around the globe is to first
address the relationship between
political and financial power and
energy use and resources.
Paper $28.95
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